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Like so many things in life, it was a simple favor at first for Silas, but it 
ended up becoming so much more. 

In the junior army club was one of the bitchiest, 
toughest commanding officers the campus had ever seen, 
ostensibly named Tori. She had an athletic body, a dazzling 
wide smile when you could get her to smile, and eyes that 
were large and captivating with black hair usually half 
hidden under a baseball cap.  A lot of guys wouldn’t mind 
taking a crack at fucking her, Silas included. 

As it turns out, Bella and Winter, as most people 
had quickly come to think of them as a package deal in 
more ways than one, had apparently run through the 
campus, stretching assholes and pussies alike, and one of 
Silas’ friends had heard about his new abilities from his 
first conquests and was hoping Silas could help secure a 
good fucking with Tori, but the thing was Silas’ friend… 
was a girl. 

Her name was Mona and she was in Tori’s squad as 
one of her privates, and Silas mentally kicked himself for 
not making Mona Tori’s actual private as he’d already 
used that idea with Bella and Winter. Mona was about a 



head shorter than Tori with wavy black hair, green eyes, a slender build barely 
holding up the massively disproportionately large breasts. The Mammoth mams 
were so big it gave her an appearance of someone smuggling melons in her shirt. 

However, what led to Silas current request was a conversation in the quad 
with the diminutive ‘titty monster’ herself, Mona. 

“I want a cock!” 

The sudden outburst brought Silas out of his time on his bio-mage book, 
and snapped his head up to first Mona’s amazing tits, and then a minute later, her 
blazing green eyes. “Sounds like a bit of a personal-” 

“Cut it.” Mona dropped to what really should be a better ass, Silas’ mind 
wandering to a certain other short stack who was more ass than woman, and 
wondering how her and Mona would look together… Maybe another time. “Bella 
talks-” 

“And fucks.” Silas smirked at Mona’s blush, letting him know that she’d 
taken the Winter-Cock ride along with most of the female coeds, and even a few 
of the faculty. 

“And fucks, and if you can give her a cock like that…” 

“That is Winter.” 

“Ok, I don’t need a cock THAT big, but I want enough to… 

“TO what?” Silas arched an eyebrow. He didn’t mean to be cryptic, and he 
certainly wasn’t the type to question another’s kinks given his own, but 
something about Mona brought out his tease, almost like the woman liked- 

“She teases me.” Mona blew hot air out of her cheeks. “Tori, always 
barking commands and ‘putting Ms. Tits in her place’ bit. Fuck it makes me hot 
and frustrated and I want to fuck her right in her smart mouth with a cock that’s 
big enough to shut her up, and then stripping her naked and oh, the things I’d 
love to do it!” 

“Buuuuttt?” Silas could hear it. 



“But I was born with sweetest, wettest pussy ever and I need a big hard 
throbbing cock.” Mona pointed an accusing finger at Silas. “And you’re going to 
give it to me.” 

 This would be one of the first times Silas would actually create something 
rather than “enhance” another individual, since Bella’s cock was really her friend 
Winter, but he had never been one to shy away from a challenge. 

Silas began to focus on his own cock and the physical makeup before he 
placed his hand down Mona’s jeans. She bit her lip at the warm sensation of the 
masculine touch she was feeling, her eyes giving a brief flutter. 

He continued focusing until Mona let loose a high squeal as the skin above 
her vagina began to swell and shape, filling her jeans with a hard and please 
bulge. Her new cock had come into existence. A quick peak let her know what she 
was packing and the sudden, wide smirk let Silas know she was ready. 

 

~ 

 

It was late afternoon when Silas arrived at the back of the barracks which 
were thankfully empty today due to Tori doing inventory and her well known 
hatred of being disturbed by useless cadets running around. 

Tori was sitting at her desk fixing paperwork when suddenly she felt a hand 
on her shoulder. Tori looked up and found herself staring at Silas. He was leaning 
as nonchalantly as you could imagine in the doorway and Mona was next to 
her with her hand on Tori’s shoulder, wearing the biggest smile. 

“Okay, what the fuck is going on, Mona! You know you’re so fucked 
right now when the Commander finds out about you interrupting me!” 

Mona leaned over, unphased by the threat, “No, you wonderfully hot 
bitch, you’re about to get fucked!” With that Mona dropped her tight jeans, 
letting loose her 9 inch swollen cock with all the pent up lust of having been 
yelled at and dominated by Tori over the last few years. 



“What the fuck is that?” Tori tried to keep her mouth from watering at the 
sight of such a meaty, delicious looking cock. 

“That, is a cock. MY COCK.” Before Tori could even comprehend what was 
going on Mona shoved her whole cock down Tori’s throat. “Oh my god, this feels 
amazing!!!” Mona shouted as Tori gagged on her cock. 

Silas watched as Mona continued to face fuck Tori hard until she let out a 
loud moan as she blew her load, giving Silas a flashback to his last time with Bella, 
when cum began to blow out of the Tori’s bitchy lips and nostrils. Mona pulled 
her dick out of Tori’s mouth, causing Tori to cough up cum with a dazed and 
somewhat lustful look, enough to make Silas wonder if the bitch didn’t have her 
own kinks involving a certain busty short babe with a cock as far out as her tits. 

All this craziness was making Silas get his own erection, one that strained 
against his jeans and he struggled to keep in mind this was Mona’s moment to 
enjoy. Mona pushed Tori to the ground and wrestled Tori’s clothes off her, Tori 
encouraging her with little quips and arrogant teases. 

“Come on, Mona, is that how you were taught to field strip a superior 
officer?” 

“Does a superior officer have a cock like this?” Mona growled, and flung 
Tori’s bra aside, her own following a moment later, enjoying finally getting to let 
loose her own huge breasts. She went full force, spreading Tori’s legs, before 
plunging her new cock deep into Tori’s pussy causing her to squeal! 

“Oh fuck, Mona.” Tori struggled to get herself under control, and then 
Mona, with a growled, “so like a man, just plunge right in. Bet you’ll be just like 
every other guy too, you slut, and cum before you can stretch my pussy out 
enough to push me over the edge.” 

“Oooo… your pussy is even better than your mouth!!” Mona began 
pistoning her cock faster and faster, ignoring Tori for a moment and making her 
own large breasts bounce and swing to the rhythm. 

Silas had reached his own limit and already whipped out his dick to ‘let it 
breathe’ letting it grow bigger in his grip as a bit of body weight here and there 
was redistributed to push what started as the twin to Mona’s cock out to the 
same lush twelve inches he’d used on Winter so recently. Silas couldn’t help but 



stroke himself watching Mona’s tiny body continuously thrusting harder and 
harder into the taller, lithe Tori, making the taller woman cry out each time that 
huge cock was pushed inside her hot little box.   

Silas, already naked, couldn’t hold back any longer and put a hand on 
Mona’s shoulder, “Hey Mona… mind if I help you out?” 

“Ah, have I left you a bit blue balled?” Mona smirked, ever the titty teast as 
she gave herself a quick hand bra, juxtoposed by the four inches of cock still 
halfway showing of the full nine plus inches inside Tori. “Poor boy. I’d love to 
share. I’m sure Ms. Bad Bitch here can take it.” 

“I can take anything either of you dish-ah!” Tori was cut off as Mona 
roughly yanked her cock out of Tori’s tight pussy. 

Silas lifted the dazed girl in front of himself letting her butt cheeks surround 
his erect cock, surprised how easily he began to slip into the iron-clad bitch’s tight 
little ass. Reaching out, He roughly stroked Mona’s cock, and the startled short 
woman found herself an inch shorter, but with a much larger cock. Mona, 
standing in front of Tori, realized she was now so big that she was able to easily 
shove it up into Tori’s pussy while standing and sucking on Tori’s nipples. 

As Mona pushed in from the front, Silas rubbed his large cock over Tori’s 
sweaty ass before shoving it in fast and hard causing Tori to yelp and Mona to 
gasp from the pressure of Silas thick cock pushing through her anal walls and 
grinding against the inside of Tori’s pussy walls so stretched and full of Mona’s 
cock. 

And then a bit of reality set in as Silas unfortunately had to squat a bit as he 
pumped into Tori due to Mona’s shortness, even with the extra additions added 
to Mona’s manliness. 

“Um.. let's change things a bit!” Silas leaned forward with some of his 
weight, forcing Mona onto her back and causing Tori to fall onto Mona, letting 
Silas slam his cock all the way to the base. Silas was now pushing into Tori’s ass 
forcing her to be impaled deeper on Mona’s new cock making both women 
scream in ecstasy, though Mona’s were muffled as she found herself being 
smothered by her own breasts thanks to Tori’s weight on top of her. 



In beautiful synchronization Silas and Mona’s cocks swelled then emptied 
into both of Tori’s holes causing the excess to pour onto the floor as they both ran 
out of room inside her and were forced to pull out. 

For a moment, Silas merely leaned against a locker as Moan rolled Tori onto 
her stomach and into a pool of thick cum, before shakingly getting to her own 
knees, throwing a sex dazed smile at Silas before turning back towards the object 
of what had been her unrequited feelings before she reached out and grabbed 
Tori’s hips and pushed back into her pussy from behind causing the previous load 
of cum to spurt out. 

“I will never get enough of this pussy!! I could fuck you forever Tori!!” 
Despite her tiny size Mona had more than enough stamina to keep pumping into 
Tori, much to both women’s delight. 

“F-fuck, if this is what sending you on all those laps around the track gives 
you as far as stamina, I’m gonna punish you every day!” 

“You fucking utter BITCH!” Mona redoubled her efforts. 

Silas found himself again staring at the spectacle of that tiny big dicked girl 
fucking another girl so aggressively, shocked as he marveled at her desire and 
need. “Didn’t know she had it in her.” 

Sweat dripping from both bodies, Tori moaning, Mona’s huge tits swinging 
back and forth with each push, Silas couldn’t hold back anymore… Lesbian or not 
he was gonna fuck the shit out of that tiny big breasted girl. Silas grabbed Mona’s 
tiny ass from behind and before she realized what was happening he shoved all 
twelve of his wonderful inches into her tiny body, making her and Tori both moan 
at once as his cock pushing into the diminutive woman, in turn pushed her own 
massive bit of lady-meat deeper into Tori. 

Silas shoved himself deeper into Mona letting him get a better grip on 
Tori’s legs, helping him to effectively sandwich Mona between himself and Tori. 
Silas began furiously thrusting up into Mona’s pussy which in turn shoved Mona 
even deeper into Tori, a wonderfully hypnotic rhythm being created between the 
trio. 

Between Tori’s screams of passion, and surprising request for harder and 
faster from Mona, Silas could hear Mona’s cries of pleasure muffled as her head 



was squished between Silas’ chest and her big breasts pressing into Tori’s chest.  
Silas continued fucking harder and harder until the three fell back on a chair, 
making it easier to use to Mona as a cock extender to fuck Tori. 

Finally Silas felt Mona’s pussy tighten around him as she blew a load of cum 
into Tori, pushing Silas over the edge as he poured his own hot cum into Mona as 
well. 

An almost literal waterfall of thick hot cum poured to the floor as Silas let 
go of Tori’s leg, causing her to slide off Mona’s dick and splash into the cum 
puddle motionless. 

“Sw-sweety, you’re filling my whole body.” Mona managed to say as Silas 
continued to pump into her, causing her own big dick to go erect against her own 
abs. Just as Mona was going to say something else, Silas tucked his arms under 
her legs, placing his palms on her head forcing it down to suck her own dick as he 
pushed deeper inside her with his own, making them both even more sensitive! 

As a bonus, Mona’s breasts were so large she was inadvertently tit-fucking 
her own cock as she was forced to suck it.  This continued for only a few more 
minutes until Silas finally exploded one final load of cum into Mona as she shot 
her own cum between her own plump lips. 

Silas collapsed back in the chair and Mona slowly slid off his still large cock 
landing on top of Tori’s cum covered body.  All three lay exhausted surrounded all 
around by cum with Mona barely able to whisper “I think… I think I might be bi..” 
before passing out atop her lover’s lithe form. “Because I’ve decided, cock is just 
too good.” 

Silas just gave a soft laugh. Carefully climbing up to shaking legs, he decided 
to leave the pair the way they were, especially the busty, cocky, Mona. 

END. 

 


